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Two-Component Flow Study in Large.Diameter Horizontal Pipe

D. A. Eghbali

Abstract

Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Idaho Nationa_Engineering Laboratory, and

Wyle Laboratory cooperated in a sedes of single- and two-component calibration tests

conducted to obtain sufficient information for calibrating flowmeters, to observe flow

patterns, and to estimate void fractions. Testing, conducted in large-diameter horizontal

pipe, covered total flows of 0.19 to 1.89 m3/s/3000 to 30000 gpm) and inlet void fractions

up to 40%. A flew regime map, constructed using video images of the flow patterns and

void fraction data, was compared with maps from the literature, with generally good

agreement for interpretation of flow patterns.

Summary

In an attempt to simulate and better understand the two-phase flow characteristics of

data obtained during reactor hydraulic tests conducted at the Savannan River Site (SRS)

in 198_, a series of single-component (water) and two-components (nitrogen-water)

calibration tests were conducted at Wyle Laboratory in large-diameter (381-mm, 15-in.,

I.D.) horizontal pipes. The main purpose was to gather data for calibrating flowmeters.

However, because there is little published data on two-phase flow through pipes of these

large diameters, the data obtained were used to construct a flow regime map using visual

observations of the flow patterns (from video images) and supplementary data from
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analysis of Y-densitometerresults. The observed flow patterns were defined as dispersed,

plug, or slug flow. The regime map generated was then compared with published flow

pattern maps of Simpson et al. (1977)[3]and Weisman et al. (1979)H].

Simpson's map is based on 127- and 216-mm I.D. (5- and 8.5-in.) horizontal pipe data,

while Weisman's map is based on small-diameter horizontal pipe data (1.2 to 5 cm I.D.)

and different liquid properties. Weisman's overall flow pattern map was published for air-

water mixture in 1-in.-diam. pipe and contains two parameters in the coordinates which

account for fluid properties and pipe diameter effects. Generally, there was good

agreement between the interpretation of flow patterns of our present data and the two

reference maps.

The measured void fractions from _'-densitometerreading were plotted against the inlet

void fractions to indicate the slip factor present during each flow regime. In addition, the

instantaneous measurements of void fractions by the 7-densitometerwere analyzed in an

attempt to provide another means of defining different flow regimes.

Introduction

The primary objective of the Wyle phase I tests was to obtain sufficientdata to calibrate

the ultrasonic flow meters used in 1989 L-Reactor hydraulic tests. The tests were

conducted in a straight, horizontal, 99-ft-long section of 16-in. (O.D.) schedule-40 pipe.

Wyle Laboratories was selected to perform these tests, in part because of their

capabilities for large-scale flow testing with two-component flow. Because there is little _

published data on two-phase flow through relevant pipe diameters, the data obtained
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were used to constructa flow regime map usingvisual observationsof the flow patterns

and supplementarydata fromanalysisof 7-densitometerresults.

Nitrogengas andwater were meteredintoa 24-in. pipe (mixingregion)5 ft beforethe

startof the 15-in.testsection.The 99-ft testsectioncontaineda cameraviewportto

capturethe flow patterns.A three-beam7-densitometerand a videocamerawere located

at L/D of 21 and71,respectively,from thetestsectionentrance.Voidfractionswere

measured usingthe three-beamY-densitometer,whichoperates onthe Y-rayattenuation

technique. The measured void fractionsfromY-densitometerreadingwere plottedagainst

the inletvoid fractionsto indicatethe slipfactorpresentduringeach flowregime.In

addition,the instantaneousmeasurementsof void fractions by the "f-densitometerwere

analyzed in an attemptto provideanothermeans of definingdifferentflowregimes.The

videocamera was mountedat the dragdiskupperviewports. Due toa lackof large

pumpingcapacity,the testswere transientin nature,andquasi-steadystateconditions

were achievedduringa portionof the tests.

Although air-waterflow patternsin horizontalpipeshave been experimentallystudied

by a numberof investigators,mostof thesestudieswere confinedto small-diameterpipes.

A common techniquefor map generationof horizontalflows was publishedby Weisman

et al. (1979)[4]. Weismanexaminedseveralsystemswithvarying fluidpropertiesandpipe

diameters;(1.,_-to 5-cm I.D.). The fluidpropertiesand pipediametereffectsare inherentin

Weisman's map. Simpsonet al. (1977)[3] studiedthe behaviorof the air-watermixturein

5- and 8.5=in.I.D. pipes.
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Flow regimes In a horizontal straight pipe. SmoothStratifiedflow occurswhen

the liquidis at the bottomof the pipeandthe gas flowsalongthe top withthe liquid

surfacebeingsmooth.Wavy stratifiedflowis similarto smoothstratified;however,the gas-

liquidinterfacebecomeswavy. The intermittentflowis characterizedby tho liquidbridging

(hydraulicjump) the gap betweenthe gas-liquidinterfaceand the top of the pipe.Plug

flowis consideredto be the limitingcase of slugflowwhere no entrainedbubblesexistin

the liquid slug. Both slug and plug flows are called intermittentflow regime. In the

dispersed flow regime, small gas bubbles are distributed throughout the liquid phase. The

transition to dispersed regime is characterized by the gas bubbles losing contact with the

top of the tube and becoming uniformly distributed throughout the pipe as liquid flow rate

increases.

Test Facility Description

Piping arrangement. The Wyle facility is designed to accommodate long straight test

sectionsupto 30.2 m (99 ft) long.Figure1 showsthe plantview of the testconfiguration.

The loopconsistsof severaltanks to supplyv,,,,terandgasto the testsectionand to

receivethe effluentflow.The 94.6-m3 (25000-gallon)watersupplytank injectswaterinto

the test loopvia a 24-in. schedule-20pipe.Water isdrwen from the water tank under

nearlyconstanthead suppliedby air throughan operatorregulatingvalue, from a large

pressurizedair tank. Two controlvalves(CV1 andCV2), located near the water supply

tank exit and receivertank inlet, respectively,w_re usedfor back pressuresettingand
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throttlingto obtainthe desiredflow rates.For the two-componentflow tests, nitrogengas is

injecteddownstreamof the CV1 intothe 24-in. mixingregionthrougha ,3peclally

designed cross(see Figure2) whichconsistsof two 3-in.pipes,eachwith46 holesof

0.25 in. diameterfacingdownstream.The gas/watermixtureflowsthrougha 24- by 16-in.

reducerintoa 99-ft-longtestsectionwhere the instrumentsare mounted.The fluidthen

passesthrougha 16- by 24-in.expanderand CV2 beforeit entersthe receivertankwhere

the air and waterseparate.Followingeach runthe water is pumpedthrougha filterfrom
i

the receiver tank back to the water tank.

Target water flow rates were obtained by measuring the time required for the water tank

level to drop between two level sensors. The calibrated volume between the two level

sensors is 4932.63 gallons with an accuracy of + 0.05%. The time is measured with an

uncertainty of + 0.01 seconds.

The nitrogen gas flow rates were determined by measuring the pressure and

temperature of the compressed gas upstream of the five variously sized sonic nozzles

(see Figure 2). Depending on a desired void fraction, a single nozzle or a combination of

up to five sonic nozzles was selected. The sonic nozzles operate in a chocked flow

regime.

Instrumentation.

The 99-ft-long test section contained a camera viewport to capture the flow patterns. A

three-beam 7-densitometer (to measure void fraction) and a video camera (to observe

flow pattern in the non-transparent pipe) were located at L/D of 21 and 71, respectively,
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fromthe testsectionentrance.About60 tests,withwater flowratesof 0.19 to 1.89 m3/s

(3000 to 30000 gpm) and inletvoid fractionsup to 40%, were carriedout.

The videocamerawas mountedat the drag diskupperview portprimarilyto observethe

drag disk behaviorthroughoutthe test. The lowerportwas used for illuminationby a high

intensitylamp.The three-beamY-densitometeroperatedby Y-rayattenuationtechnique

(see FigureA-1 inAppendix). This instrumentusesa 137Csradioactivesourceto emit

three Y-raybeamsthat passthroughthe pipewith differentangles.The attenuatedbeams

are then pickedupwiththree Nal detectors.Pressuretappingpointswere locatedat

intervalsof 20 feetalongthe test sectionlength.Ultrasonicflowmeterswere locatedinthe

test sectionto measureaverage volumetricflowrates.

Data acquisition. Data were acquiredby an HewlettPackard-9000 at the rate of 30

samples persecond,whichestablishesan uncertaintyin time of :t:0.0333 seconds.The

basic precisionof the data acquisitionsystemwas 15 bitsplus sign,witha pre- and post-

gain range of 1 to 500 for conversionto engineeringunits.

Test matrix. The test matrixwas designedto simulatethe range of flowsand void

fractionsobtainedduring1989 L-Reactortestsand to obtainsufficientdata for calibrating

flowmetersand measuringvoid fractions.The totaltarget volumetricflow rate rangedfrom

0.19 to 1.89m3/s(3000 to 30000 gpm) withinletvoidfractionsof up to 40%. A test

acceptancecriteriaof ± 1000 gpm on flowratesand± 2% on voidswasset.

Discussion of Results
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The observed flow patterns were defined as dispersed (DIS), plug (PLG), or slug (SLG)

flow. Because the test section did not include a transparent pipe segment, video images

of the flow patterns were the only visual means for observing flow patterns. The

interpretation of the observed flow patterns obtained by the video camera is presented in

Figure 3. The observed flow patterns were compared with flow pattern maps published by

Simpson [31andWeisman [4](Figures 4 and 5, respectively). These comparisons were

limited by the absence of stratified, wavy, and annular flows. However, a reasonable

agreement was indicated between the observed flow patterns and the two reference

maps, Simpson's map is based on large diameter horizontal pipe data (5-in and 8.5-in

I.D.) while Weisman's map is based on small diameter horizontal pipe data (1.2-5 cm I.D.)

and different liquid properties. Weisman's overall flow pattern map is presented for air-

water mixture in 1-inch diameter pipe. Weisman's map contains two parameters in the

coordinates which account for fluid properties and pipe diameter effects.

The pressure measurements were noisy and did not supplement the visual observation

of the flow patterns. The non-uniform addition of pressure (manual valve) at the top of

water supply tank could account for the pressure fluctuation throughout the loop during

the tests.

The Y-densitometer results were analyzed to estimated void fractions using the beam-

weighted average and simple stratified models. The measured void fractions from Y-

densitometer reading were plotted against the inlet void fractions tu indicate the slip factor

present during each flow regime (Figures 6 and 7). Figures 6 and 7 indicate that the slip

factor is close to unity for dispersed flow regime and it deviated from unity for other flow
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regime presents, represent the measured density by 7-densitometerunder three different

flow regimes. Whether the Y-densitometerreadingsare representativeof an equilibrium

situationat L/D = 21 can be questionable.Some literaturedocumentsstatethat inthe

absence of bends,an equilibriumsituationrequiresL/Dof 60 or greater [2].

In addition, the coefficientsof variation (Cv) of instantaneousmeasurements of the Y-

densitometer were analyzed in an attempt to provide another means of defining different

flow regimes. Cvis the ratioof the standard deviation to the mean value of the Y-

densitometer readings. The plots of Cvversus superficial gas velocity are presented in

Figures 8 and 9. These Figures indicate that the Y-densitometer readings can be helpful in

describing the flow patterns present.

Conclusions

With the exceptionof the dispersedbubblyflows, thevideoimagesof the flow patterns

were highlywavy anddifficultto interpret.Becausethe videodata wasthe onlymeansfor

observingflowpatterns,the flowregime transitionboundariesare lessobvi_,'_ Testing

provideda smallamountof data for a smallportionof the referencedflowregimemaps.

The transitionboundarieson Figures3 through5 weredefinedonthe basisof the flow

patterns deducedfromvideocamera data, the interpretationof whichcan be subjective.

m.mm_m
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The dispersed bubbly flow was dominant at low void fraction. However, the high

turbulence caused by high liquid flow rates broke up the bubbles and maintained the

dispersed flow regime even for higher void fractions.

Figure 7 indicates that the slip factors in dispersed flow regime are nearly equal to 1. In

slug flow regime, however, the slip factors are greater than 1 and are dependent on air

flow rate.

The data were obtained in the intermittent and dispersed regions of the two referenced

flow pattern maps only, limiting the comparison to these regimes.

The upper beam of the T-densitometer indicates stratification with the presence of a few

bubbles that tend to rise and accumulate above the liquid surface.

The T-densitometer readings can be helpful in describing the flow patterns present.
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Appendix

1 Inlet Void Fraction Measurements

Inlet void fraction is calculated as follows:
o

Nitrogen Mass Flow Rate, mN2

i

mN2= f(k,C,P,T)

where:

k = gas propertles (constant)

c = coefficient of discharge for each nozzle

P = inlet pressure

T = inlet temperature
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Nitrogen Density; PN2

PN2 = f(P,T,R,Z)

where:

R = gas constant

z = compressibility factor

p = pressure

T= temperature

Nitrogen Volumetric Flow Rate, QN2

%
QN2=

PN2

Water Flow Rate,Qw
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4932.63 gallons
Qw = AT

where AT is the time the surface level in the watersupplytank takes to pass

by two specific level sensors and 4932,63 gallons is the volume of the

calibrated region of the water supply tank.

Total Volumetric Flow Rate, QT

QT = Qw + QN2

r

Flowing Void Fraction

8 = Qg
Qg+Qw
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Static Void Fraction

,J

hence

1
B=

1+
Vg C(

and

1

vw [3

then

(x---13 if Vg = Vw

B > = if Vg> vw
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2 Void Fraction Measurements using ?-Densitometer

Void fractions at L/D of 21 from the test sectionentrance were measured by

the ?-ray attenuation technique, using a 137Csradioactive source and three

Nal detectors. Figure ?? presents the geometry and reference angles of the

?-densttometer.

The principle of this technique states that the attenuation of a beam of ?-

rays passing through the gas/water mixture, is dependent on the mean

density of the tube contents. The mean density and hence the void fraction

can be deduced by analyzing the degree of ?-raysbeam attenuation after

passing through the tube. The intensityof the ?-ray beams after passing

through the tube is measured by three Nal detectors. The ?-densitometer

apparatus was designed and calibrated by INEL. Theory of ?-ray attenuation

gives a straight line relationship between In (Ix) and void fraction o_that is

In (Ix)=a + b
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when thetubeisfullofwater,,_ = 0

Ix= Ixf

or a = In (Ix_)

when the tube Is full of gas, cz= 1

b = In (_xf)

Jx

In ,(i-_),,Land hence cz=

In (ixf)

2.1 Beam Woighted Averag=

There are three density values obtained (Pl P2,P3),each measuring along a

different cord length in Thecross section of the flow. The measured values are

bounded by air and liquid densities. The beam-length weighted average of

three chordal densities is obtained using the following formula
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1

LlPl+L2P2+L3P3
P= LI+L2+L3

and hence void fraction is given by

(Pw'P)
Or,--" '

(Pw'Pg)
L

where Lx is chordal beam length of beam x. The values for chordal beam

lengths are given in Figure 1. A limitation to this method is due to the fact that it

assumes homogeneous liquid-gas mixture model and is valid only for

homogeneous bubbly flow.

2.2 Smooth Stratified Model

The smooth stratified model utilizes the upper beam density to estimate the

void fraction as follows'
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o_= --_{R 2COS'I(-_),(R-h)(h(2R-h)) °'s}

where

h=x+L3 c

(Pw'Pup)
X = L3c

, (Pw'Pg)

and R is the pipe radius (see Fig. 1).
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